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1) Describe your MUN experience in three words.
2) what were some funny or interesting things you saw or heard?
3) who would you describe as appealing in your committee.
4) any advice on improvements for the future.
5) what's your opinion on the ACD 
6) Who do you think was the best dressed delegate in your committee?
7) Name one delegate you didnt like and why
8) will you attend LAMUN next year?



yemen’s regime: similar
to ayub khan’s??

  Day 3 - lamun digest

It was the last day at unhrc and delegates were at 
the top of their game, discussing endless strate-
gies and points as they tried to reach a suitable 
solution for the problems in Yemen. The delegate 
of UK and USA had done a remarkable job in get-
ting their opinions out . The first half hour was 
engaging.then came the 'here we go again' when 
delegates raised the same motion regarding 
improvement of healthcare sector. 
The session took a turn for the better when the 
delegate of UK used Ayub Khan as an example of a 
bad regime like the one in yemen.Upon hearing this 
the chair jokingly threatened to end the session if 
any other delegate dared to bring up Ayub Khan. 
To quote him 'yaar ab woh mar gaya hai usko 
bhool jao or agay chalo!'

russia, usa and china:
a heated showdown! 
The first session of the last day at 
disec kicked  off by the delegates of 
Russia, USA and China contesting for 
the chair’s attention. The day pro-
gressed with major contentions in 
the committee, with the delegate of 
USA consistently contradicting his 
personal stances. This was consid-
ered problematic by the chairs who 
wished for the committee to prog-
ress forward. The delegates official-
ly began working on their draft 
resolutions, with Russia and China 
officially putting their differences 
aside and deciding to work together.

Survey response:
delegate of iraq (sochum)

1) Awesome, socialising, behna 
2) “Mein adopt hogya hoon by 
alma”
3) Myself :p
4) Bohat acha experience tha! 
Awesome the way it is.
5) bohot aala and very chill
6) Delegate of Finland
7) Delegate of UK  
8) Yes!



glowing lolipops:
the new trend!

PNA: the epitome of debate!

  Day 3 - lamun digest

The last day of LAMUN V was coming to an end after a fruitful and vibrant debate concerning 
the different crisis introduced every day. The committee was divided into two, the government 
and opposition but the opposition itself was further divided into blocs. Some delegates were 
trying persistently to reach agreements in the model national assembly but it seemed impossi-
ble as each delegate was concerned with bashing each other in order to recieve the loudest 
sound of the banging of desks. Furthermore they continued the session by analysing the 
army's involvement in the government and how far the question of accountability went. It 
was also of great importance to highlight the army's exploitation of the government for its 
own benefit but on the other hand debate revolved 
around the protection that army provides to the nation. 
Such were the conflicting views shared from each side 
that contentions grew stronger and the government 
got weaker. It could be said that on the last day, debate 
was reaching its peak.
The issues of crisis were very complex, but delegates 
worked hard and were finally drawing some conclusions 
as the bills were processed by four different blocs! 

Survey response:
delegate of Azerbaijan (unsc)

1) fun, slow and interesting 
2) just sasti jugattein :p
3) Delegate of North Korea 
4) bus committee session ke 
doraan bahir shor kam ho
5) Theek tha
6) Delegate of israel 
7) Delegate of India, because 
he was very cocky.
8) Yes!

“Delegate, can you pass a chit for 
that, this not a point of parliamen-
tary inquiry!” Chair SOCHUM. 
“Just saving paper” sarcastically 
replied the delegate of usa. 

As day 3 marked the last day of LAMUN, the chair kept 
urging the committee to head towards solutions 
and even went as far as to spoon feed the solutions 
to the delegates. When people started throwing use-
less, repetitive solutions, the delegate of Israel got 
frustrated and said, “Are these solutions even feasi-
ble in the real world?!” 
In the second half, the delegates seemed to be more 
interested in the glowing lollipops than the debates 
and the logistics team was seen running around get-
ting lollipops rather thanwater (which you don’t 
get to see everyday). Nevertheless, the resolutions 
were somehow presented and resolution 1.2 passed. 



time is of the essence!

  Day 3 - lamun digest

The journey of UNDP was finally coming to 
its end. And what a journey it has been! 
Growth could be seen in each and every dele-
gate and each one of them contributed 
something of substance to the debate. As the 
committee approached its ultimatum the del-
egates could be seen frantically trying to 
come up with solutions to the problems they 
had discussed over the course of the previ-
ous two days. The delegates did not even 
allow themselves the luxury of enjoying the 
break. With food in one hand and a laptop in 
the other, the delegates could be seen with 
frazzled faces typing into the never ending 
abyss of MS word. Some delegates could also 

be seen lobbying. Back door deals were defi-
nitely in the works. 
At the end of it all, no matter who wins, we 
are sure that the delegates are leaving with 
memories that will surely last a lifetime. See 
you next year!

UNSc: Full of flaws!
Time flies!! It seemed as if LAMUN began just 2 
days ago (oop-) The third day of LAMUN com-
menced by the delegates of Russia, Ukraine 
and Israel putting forward the practicality 
and effects of the referendum in Kashmir, 
upon which the delegates of the P5 countries 
proceeded to bash each other. 
The second session was something that could 
be termed ‘a bezti session’, Chair Ali Hanfeyah 
and Bassam Ahmad pointed out the NUMEROUS 
mistakes in the draft resolution of the dele-
gates making them write the WHOLE of it 
again. Moreover, the UNSC committee was 

Survey response:
delegate of united kingdom (disec)

1) very progressive, better than last 
year (sorry 6 words :p) 
2) the chairs are great, and I like the 
“leave a thought” board downstairs.
3) Delegate of china 
4) Good as it is, honestly
5) very good, same acd as last year!
6) Delegate of France
7) Delegate of Korea 
8) of course!

The logistics recipie
Logistics. Most would say that they are the heart of MUN, running around organis-
ing the event and making sure that all our stomachs stay full (which is hard work 
considering it doesn’t last for very long). Just as spicy and sweet as the delegates 
and media members, logistics members are crucial to LAMUN, or any MUN for that 
matter. Here is a simple recipe to recreate an average logistics member you see loung-
ing around the corridors (all the time). keep reading for more details on this recipie!



  Day 3 - lamun digest

asking water every 5 minutes making the 
logistics team go running in the corridors. 
To top it all, the UNSC committee was a fail-
ure as both the blocks imposed their veto 
power on each other. To bring the day to an 
end, an entertainment session was held with 
the usual proposals, roast-offs and dele-
gate categorizations. But without a doubt 
the highlight of these three days was the 
entire committee singing bohemian rhapsody 
in unison. The arm wrestling contests were a 
close second.

Survey response:
delegate of finland (sochum)

1) amazing first experience 
2) “maa baap k 3500 zaya kerwa raha”
said the delegate of czech republic 
3) Delegate of France, KSA
4) pretty perfect, i’d say
5) the acd was overall an amazing 
and really sweet person!
6) Delegate of iraq
7) Delegate of turkey
8) Definetely!

a subsitute chair??
Day 3 started off with a slightly late arrival 
of the chairs at WHO.. more so lost and 
never found. Until the chairs delighted us 
with their presence, Sameer Asad the Director 
General took charge. 
The 3rd day, slowly but gradually found its 
stride. As the clock ticked, competitive aura 
hovered in the atmosphere as the delegates  
low-key fought each other. Delegates 
roared with emotion trying to gain resolu-
tion points. As the committee reached half 
time, the combined entertainment session of 
UNDP and WHO took place showing the inner 
creep of the delegates. 
All in all, the delegates rejoiced as the com-
mittee officially passed and broke the 
“curse” of the chair. It had been a very 
healthy debating session throughout. May 
the odds be in their favour as the delegates 
daydreamed about winning an award.

the logistics recipie:
here are the ingredients!

1) 100g of chopped eye rolls (marinate 
in laziness before use)
2) 1000 L of ‘I don’t care’
3) 50tbs of patience (delegates can be 
overly annoying/demanding)
4) 20 sticks of attitude (“if you ask 
for your food ONE MORE TIME…”)
5) almost 8000000000000000000g of 
hard-work (do not add any other 
substitute; this is essential)
6) 50 pumps of energy (running is not 
easy)
7) One slab of buttering up to the 
heads
8) Two cups of I will never be there 
when you need me
9) A sprinkle of magical fairy dust 
(essential in all my recipes) 
10) 3tbs of spice (optional) 
11) 2tbs of sugar (highly optional)
 



  Day 3 - lamun digest

specpol: a stream of refutations!
Day 3 was a welcome change from the monotonous proceedings of the previous two days. The 
delegates held healthy discussions which led to suitable solutions. The delegate of Israel was 
extremely keen to emphasise his ideologies. However, his points were graciously shot down by 
the delegate of USA. 
Another interesting element of the committee sessions were the antics of the delegate of 
Russia, who not only expressed his ideologies with much energy but also simultaneously kept 
tucking his shirt in with equal jubilation. China, on the 
other hand, was consistently bashed for its selfish 
needs in terms of its relations with Hong Kong and the 
aspects of neo-colonisation.

However, in the end the delegates rejoiced  as the com-
mittee officially passed. Thereby, concluding the vigor-
ous debates on a joyous note and giving the delegates 
congratulations of a successful MUN.

Survey response:
delegate of united kingdom (who)

1) Entertaining, competitive, fulfilling 
2) The entertainment sessions were 
fun and chairs were pretty chill :p
3) Delegate of nepal
4) ehh, not quite
5) the acd was quite professional and 
clearly seemed experienced
6) Delegate of Luxembourg 
7) I didn’t exactly dislike anyone.... 
8) Yup!

the logistics recipie:
here’s how you make it!

Mix the eye rolls, don’t care, patience, 
attitude and hard-work into a bowl. 
Hand blend the energy, I will never be 
there, spice and sugar into the previ-
ous mixture. Empty the contents into 
a baking tray and bake for 75 min-
utes. Delayed removals will not be a 
problem. Cool for some time (not too 
much, cool is more a media thing) and 
serve. 

the force behind lamun v!

mahrukh shabbir bushra latif munazza humayunsaadia asad



the climatic closing ceremony:

formal dinner: eat up!

  Day 3 - lamun digest

After three days of intense debate, lots of socialising and some light entertainment, our 
event finally came to an end. As the 8 committees gathered for the closing ceremony, we saw 
each delegate standing taller and holding their heads a little bit higher.

the closing ceremony began with an amazing video shot and composed by the media team To 
highlight the happenings of the past three days of the event, thus commemorating the pro-
ceedings of this year’s lamun v.
Tokens of appreciation were presented to the chief guests Sir Ahmad hameed, the director of 
the lahore alma, and Miss Marukh Shabbir, the principal of the lahore alma. proceeding this, 
shields of appreciation were presented to the executive council, followed by our director-
ate, coming all the way down to our respectable chairs.

now that no formality stood between the restless audience and their awards, the suspense 
was slowly suppressed as the acds came upto the podium and announced the results. and so, 
through a solid time period of 15 minutes, the announcement of the best delegation, one that 
everyone was eagerly waited for, came to light - everyone was at their wit’s end as the 
neck-to-neck showdown between lacas alevels and lgs jt felt more and more cut throat. 
however, in the end,  it was lgs jt who bagged the best delegation trophy, dominating the 
entire auditorium with chants full of swagger, leaving their impression crystal clear on this 
year’s lamun v!

The Formal dinner was indeed an exuberant event and was a perfect ending to 3 hectic days of 
debate and diplomacy. The aroma of the dishes and the thought of refreshing drinks was 
enough to put the fatigued delegates on cloud 9. with our traditional combo of naan and 
chicken curry (never gets old) along with some mouth watering biryani, the formal dinner 
was yet another successful social event organized by our socials’ department! and so, with 
that, the third and final day of the conference concluded, putting a closure to lamun v!
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